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1. Introduction 
One of the main objectives of PRIMAGE project is to develop a hybrid open datacloud and processing 
middleware which comprises the use of open public and private clouds, and specific processing 
resources, in particular High Performance Computing (HPC) and cloud, to support predictive tools for 
assisting diagnosis, prognosis, therapies choice and treatment follow up, based on the use of novel 
imaging biomarkers, in-silico tumour growth simulation, advanced visualisation of predictions with 
weighted confidence scores and machine-learning based translation of this knowledge into predictors for 
the most relevant, disease specific, Clinical End Points. These tools (imaging biomarkers, models for in-
silico medicine research, advanced visualisation tools) will be validated in the application context of two 
paediatric cancers, Neuroblastoma (NB, the most frequent solid cancer of early childhood) and the Diffuse 
Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG, the leading cause of brain tumour-related death in children). 

1.1. Scope of the document 
This document constitutes the second deliverable of the WP2. It covers all intermediate results of the 
procedure performed to define the hybrid open data cloud and processing middleware requirements, to 
finally present the first complete version of the architecture based on these requirements as conclusion 
result. 

The document analyses different key scenarios of the PRIMAGE project (in the form of User Stories) from 
the point of view the use of data and processing resources which will determine the requirements of the 
middleware architecture. The domains of these scenarios are basically from the next points of views: i) 
application managers; ii) application developers; and iii) data managers. 

This deliverable will be amended - internally - as the implementation of the hybrid open datacloud and 
processing middleware evolves, as new components and needs may arise. 

1.2. Target Audience 
The document is mainly intended for internal use, although it is publicly released. The main target of this 
document is the global team of technical experts of the PRIMAGE project, including the experts in; i) the 
creation of data repositories (WP3); ii) the development of imaging biomarkers (WP4); iii) development 
of the in-silico models (WP5) in different scales (molecular, tissue and organ); iv) the translation of  in-
silico models and biomarkers to usable clinical knowledge (WP6) through advanced visualization tools; 
v) the integration in the PRIMAGE platform (WP7) of all created repositories and developed tools 
(biomarker, multi-scale models and visualization tools); vi) the execution of prospective studies (WP8) 
where will be employed the developed tools. 

1.3. Structure of the document 
This document is organised in nine sections. The second section deals with the description of the 
procedure employed to analyse the requirements of the hybrid open datacloud and processing 
middleware. After that, the third and fourth sections present the results obtained in the respective phases 
defined in the procedure ending with the definition of the requirements (section five).  

Also, section six discusses the state of the art of the technology that potentially can address the 
requirements identified. Finally, section seven comprises a proposal for hybrid open datacloud and 
processing middleware architecture that relies on state-of-the-art components. Section eight presents 
several sample applications to clarify architecture concepts of the proposal. 

  






